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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number on all the work you hand in

Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any questions it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the quesUon, and if the answer is not exact, give

the answer to three significant figures- Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.

For r, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in

terms of n.

At the end of the examination, fasten all your work securely together.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.

The total number of marks for this paper is 80.
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Muthematical Formulse

Compound Interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Total amount :

Curved surface area of a cone = nrl

Surface area of a sphere : 4t?

I(l+ '
100i

volume of a cone = 1zu,lr
3

Volume of a sphere : nS!
3

I
Area oftriangle zLBC = - ab sin C

4r. lgngth : r0, where d is in radians

Sector area = I ld. where d is in radians
2

abc
sinl sinB sinC

d--b2+C-2bccosA

uean:Lftsf

Standard deviation =
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3

Answer all the questions.

I Insert one pair ofbrackets to make the statement correct.

5-2+3x2= -5

tll

2 Write down an inequality that defrnes the points in the shaded regon.

x

Answer tll

3

For the diagram above, write down

(a) the number of lines of symmetrY

(a) the order of rotational symmetry.

Answer

Answer

tll

tll
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4 The bearing of a lighthouse ftom a coastguard station is I l5 o 
.

What is the bearing ofthe coastguard station from the lighlhouse?

Answer 12)

5 The pie chart shows the number of girls and boys who scored full marks in a Mathematics test.
Based on the chart, June concluded that on average, boys did better than girls in Mathematics.
Explain why June made that conclusion and why she may be wrong.

Students who scored full marks in Mathematics

Answer

Girls Boys

l2l
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6 I is the point (3, 6) and B is the point (m, n) where m and z ate both positive integers lsss than

10.

The length of the line segment is J:a *itt.
Find the coordinates of one of the possible positions for 8.

Answer (..........,.........) t2l

7

4

12

4 fr"t*-et"*\-t
8

A rectangular poster with the words 'Maths is beautifrrl", 12 cm long and 8 cm wide, fits into a

rectangular frame so that there is a border of4 crn wide all the way round it.
Use calculations to determine whether the two rectangles are similar.

Answer

l2l
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8 A boy who was asked to find 3f% of asumof money misread the question and found 5f%2'2
of it.
His answer was $247.10.
Calculate what the arswer should be.

Answer S 121

9 Mr Heng goes on a holiday for x days and takes $/with him to spend
He spends $g each day for the frsty days.

Write down expressions for

(a) the mrmber of dollars he has left aftery days,

Ans,yl,er t........................... -.... tll

@) the number of dollars he may spend each day for the rest of his holiday, without
running out ofmoney.

Answer $ trl
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l0 (a)

Rational numben

Integers

On the Venn Diagram above, write each ofthese numbers in the appropriate subsets.

4

(b) Threesetsl,B and C are such that Ac C,B c. Car:rdAa B= A
Draw a Venn diagram to show this information.

2.6, $,ff
7I

l2l

trl
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1l (a) 28 =4'+4'+4'+4'
Find the value ofx.

Answer x = l2l

(b) Write down the positive square roo, of 
qrrr,ilf

Answer trl

1 2 (a) Find the prime factors of 44 1 0, giving your answer in index form.

Answer

@) The highest common factor of two numbers is 245 .

The lowest common multiple of these two numbers is 21410.

Both numbers are greater than thet highest cornmon factor.
Find the two numbers.

Answer

12)

and l2l
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13 The mean and median of four numbers are 54 and 56 respectively

Find the mean ofthe largest and the smallest numbers.

Answer . .t31
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t0

14 Consider the number pattern below.

I
=0.090909.......=0.09

1l

1= o.rsrsrs....... = o.ii
11

! - o.ztztzt ....... = o ))n

1 = o.:o:o:0....... = o.ii
11

L = sza.tax....... = esa sill
(i) Write down the 5m line of the pattern.

Answer trl

(ii) Find the value ofx.

Atss PREL|ir4048/01/2021
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ls (a) Factorise tully (a -b + c)' - (b - c + a)' .

Answer

(b) Calculate the value of ftif :r2 -6.x+/< is a perfect square.

.. ...12)

Answer k=........ t2l
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12

Instructions for baking a heart-shaped cake

o Bake a square cake ofside 20 cm.
. Bake two semicircle cakes ofradius 10 cm.
o Join the two halves to the square cake, as shown in the diagram.

(a) Find the area ofthe top view oftle cake.

Answer

Ribbon

A red ribbon is fxed around the sides for the heart-shaped cake with the sides
overlapping by 3 crn.

Find the length of ribbon required.

Answer

cm'? [1]

(b)

.........cm [2]

Alss PRELTM/4048/01/2021
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17 The safe speed v m/s, at which a trail can go round a cuwe ofradius r m is directly
proportional to the square root of /.
It is given that the safe speed at which a train can go rotmd a curve ofradius 121m is 22 mls.

(i) Find the safe speed ifthe curve has a radius of81m-

Answer nrls [2]

(i) A change in the safe speed produces a change in the radius.

When the safe speed is halved, the value ofradius changes by factor z.
Find n.

Atss PRELti//4048/01/202'1
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18 In this question, the weather is either wet or dry.

When the weather is dry, the probabitity that Sarah will go walting is ] .
5

Wlen the weather is we! the probability that Sarah will go walking is :" l0

The probability of a dry day is ].
3

(a) Sbow tbat the probability that Sarah goes walking is !."30
An-vwer

@) The probability that Samh does not go walking when the weather is wet is I .
30

t4

Complete the tree diagram to show this information.

Walking

t21

13

30

()

Weather

dry

wet

13

() no

(

)(

dry

wet

AISS PRELIi/U4048/01 /2021
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15

North

The diagram is a plan of a triangular field lrc, drawn to a scale of I cm to 50 m.

A tree, I, in the field is 150 m froml and is equidistant fromBA and BC.

(r) By making appropriate constnrctions on the diagram, indicate clearly the posifion of 7.

@) Use the diagram to find

(i) the distance, in metr€s, from Ito8,

(ii) the bearing of lfrom B.

A

C

B

t2l

tl1

tl I

Atss PRELT[{/4048/01/2021
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20 (a) On the axes below, sketch the graphs, indicating clearly the r and y intercepts if any.

o r=3'

T

o

(ii) ! = _3x2

x

O) Hence, state the number of solution(s) to the equation 3' + 3-x'z = 0.
Explain your answer.

An-swer

o

t1l

t1l

l2l

Atss PRELT[4/4048/0112021
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77

21 (a) The solution of the inequality * <4+ is x ( 46.'74
Show that a=2.

(b) Hence, find a possible value ofr if.r is a perfect square and satisfies the simultaneous

ax-l 3a+x x-5
inequahhes 7 s 4 < 2.

t31

AISS PRELli,l/4048/01 /2021
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r8

1' Speed (m/s)

0
Time

6

The diagram shows the speed-time graph ofan objecr which tralrels at a constant speed of
24 m/s for 6 seconds before slowing dowa at a rate of2 m/s2 and coming to a rest after
, seconds.

(a) Find the value of r.

Answer t

(b) Calculate the average speed for the wholejoumey.

Answer

t2l

m/s [2]

(c) Skerch the distance-time gmph ofthe object for the whole joumey on the axes below

Distance (m)

Time (s)
0

121

Atss PRELtt /404U01/2021
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o

?prR is a trirngle with SP=PTandQP = qS: SR.

(a) Explain why arrlgle TPQ= angle PS,R'

Answer

(b) Show that r0= PR.

Give a reason for each statement you made.

Answer

(c) Show that triangle QP,9 and triangle PSR ar€ equ in area.

Answer

T
23

l2l

t3l

12)
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24 Before the Chinese New Year (CNY) celebrafion, Mr Lee puts a combination of $2 and $ I 0
notes into four types of red packets.
Friends and relatives who visited Mr Lee during the C}.IY period are then given the
appropriate red packets.

Design A contains .r $2 notes and no $10 notes.
Design B contains equal number of$2 notes and $10 notes. Its number of$2 notes is fewer
than that ofDesign A by 2.
Design C contains twice as many $10 notes as Design B. There are no $2 notes in Design C.
Design D contains three times as many $2 notes as Design A. The number of$10 notes in
Design D is equal to the number of $ l0 notes in Design B.

(8) (i) Complete the following table using the given hforrnation

@) The number of designs l, B, C and Dred packets that were given away tfuring the CNy

tt
period can be represe"t d by M = 

| 

t: 
| 

.

[,.J
G) Find, in terms of .r, the matrix NM.

(ii) Represent the data in the above table by a 2 x 4 matrix N.

Answer N=

Answer Nl[l:

Atss PRELTM/4048/01 /2021
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2,1

(iii) State what each element in matrix NM represents.

(c) The matrix D: (2 10).

Find, in terms of ,, the matix DNM.

Answer DNM =

(d) Find the value ofx ifthe total amormt ofrcd packet money given away was $500.

Answer x= tll

trl

End of Paper

Setter.' Mrs Foo SG
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Compound Inwest

Mensuralion

Tigonometry

Statistics

Cuwed surface area of a cone : zrl

Surface area of a sphere : hrl

Totalamount= 
"(r--t)'

Volume of acone= Izl}
3

Mathematicsl Formulae

Volume of a sphere = nts

abc
sinl sin.B sinC

d=b2+C-ZbccosA

Mean: I-&tf

4

3

Area of trianste lrC = 1aD sin C'2

Arc length : d, where d is in radians

sector area -- I ld. where d is in radians
2

Standfid deviation :
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I (a) Wrire as a single fraction in its simplest fonn j- - 
2 

- .' 5-2Y Y +5

(b) Itisciventrrat f =a[t+t
h

Answer

, express } in terms ofa, b and [.

l2l

Atss PRELTM/4048/022021
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(c) Solve the eouation 6 =z- |
' x-6 x-8

(d) (i) Express 15 +3x + x2 in the form f + (q + x)' .

(ii) Hence sketch the graph of y = -25 +3x+ I on the axes be1ow.

Indicate clearly the coordinates ofthe points where the graph crosses the axes and
the tuming point on the curve.

v

Atss PRELTM/4048/022021
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2 (a) Mr Tan owns several cake shops in Singapore and Malaysia.
The price of a one-kilogram cake is $35 in Singapore.
The price of the same cake in Malaysia is MYR 96.
The exchange rate between Singapore dollars (S) and Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) is

$1 : IVIYR 3.06.

Calculate how much more expensive the cake is in Singapore than in Malaysia.

Answer S

Answer

(ii) From 2018 to 2019, the number ofvisitor arrivals to Singapore decreased by 21.2%.

Calculate the nrunber ofvisitor arrivals to Singapore in 2018'
Give your answer in millions, correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer millions l2l

Arss PRELIM/4048/02y2021
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(b) Mr Tan is phnning to expand his cake shop business in Singapore.

His business manager has provided the visitor arrival data from the Singapore Tourism

Board.

In 2019, the total visitor arrivals to Singapore was 185.3x105.

(i) Catculate the mean number of visitor arrivals to Singapore each day in 20 I 9

Give your answer in standard forn, correct to 3 significant figures.

ttl

tll
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(c) In January 2020, Mr Tan invested as sum ofmoney in a bank pafng a compound interest
at 2.8olo per annum.
After one year, he received $95776.75 from his investrnent.

Calculate the total interest he received in January 2021, giving your answer to the nearest
dollar.

Answer $

(d) Mr Tan needs to pay his Malaysia supplier MYR 2000 for the cake ingredients.
The trampodation fees for the ingredients were MYR 60.
A 7% Goods and Services Tax (GST) is payable on the cost of goods and Aanspo(ation
that exceeds $400.

Calculate the amount of money, in Singapore dollars, that Mr Tan must pay to import the
ingredients.

Answer $

Atss PREL[W4048/02/2021
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53 (a) Complete the table ofvalues for y = lvz +*- 4
x

Find the value ofp correct to 2 decimal places

x 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.O

v 8.98 5.41 4.17 4.00 4.49 6.81

Answer p

5O) On the grid opposite, draw the graph of y =3x' 4 for 0.4 < x <1.6 .+--
x

tll

t3l

l1l

(c) Explain why the equation 3x'? 4=k does not have solutions for some values oft l2l5+--
x

Answer

(d) The equation 3l -2t -9x+5=0 can be solved by drawing a suitable straight Iine on

the grid.

(i) Find the equation ofthe straight line.

Ancwer

(ii) By drawing this straight line, solve the equation 3l *bcz -9x +5 =0 fot
0.4<x<1.6.

AISS PRELIM/4048/OZ2O21
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1.6

x
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10

4

B

A

The figure shows a drawing of a bridge-

Each side of the bridge is made up of 5 equilateral triangles.

The shaded rectan glzr arca ABCD is the base of the bridge.
HD = 5.5 m.

(a) Calculate DE.

Answer

A poin! X, lies on 8C and is vertically below point G.

(b) $\ Anele AxD = 79.5" and aryle ADX= 65.0' .

Show that lX= 15.2 m, correct to 3 significant figures

Answer

Arss PRELr[,V404E/022021
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ll

(ii) Calculate the angle of elevation of G from A

Answer

(c) The greatest angle of elevation of G from a point along lD occurs at y.
Describe the relationship between ,Yts and lD.

Answer

Arss PRELlW4048/022021
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5

t2

F

t2

D

B

The diagram shows apyanrtd ABCDE.
The base of the pyramid is a square of side 9 on.

E is vertically above t}re cente ofthe square base-

AE:BE-CE=DE:12cm.

(a) Find the total surface area of the pyradd ABCDE.

(b) Find the radius of each metal ball.

Answer

Atss PRELI[,V4048/022021
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C

9

A
9

Awwer ..,...,,....,.....,.............,..,.... cm2 t3I

The volume of the pyramid is 275 cmr.
This metal solid is melted and molded into two identical spherical metal balls.

cm t2l

t
I
I
I
I
I
I
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l3

(c) Given that one bucket ofpaint is able to paint an area of 1200 cm2, how many buckets of
paint arc needed to paint 1500 of zuch metal balls?

Awwer

Topview Side view

The diagram shows the top ald side view of a box holding some spherical balls.
The box is in the shape of a cube and the spherical balls just fit into &e box.

(d) Calculate the volume ofempty space in the box.

t3l

cm3 t3lAnswer

ffurn overAISS PREL|iit/4044/02021
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6 (a)

t4

E

K

D

B, C, J, K and L rre points on the circle , cr.ntr.e O.

AE ard AD arc angents to the circle.
Angle .ZB is equal to argle JBD .

Argle BAC :49" , ang;le JLK:24" , aryle r(BD = 60' and angle BKL =31" .

Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(i) angle JBK,

Answer

(ii) alagle KBL,

Answer

(iii) reflex angle r(Otr,

Answer

Atss PRELTM/4048/022021
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(b)

(iv) angle COA.

15

Atss PRELtrw4048/022021

L

M
The diagram shows a circle made ofpaper with centre O.

A segment ofthe circle is folded inwards.

Angle MLN - 1 radians and arc length Ifiir' - 6 cm"4

Calculate the length of the major arc MLN.

PartnerlnLearning
38
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Two groups ofstudents were surveyed on their weekly screen time in hours

The results are shown in the table.

l4

23 48

55 24

t7 36

Group 1

56

59

42

23

23

90

29

45

Group 2

25

35

t9

29

(a) 20% of students in Group 2 recorded a sqeen time ofat least.r hours. Find x-

Answer ...-..... hours []

O) Complete the table below.

Group I Group 2

Median 34

Interquartile Range l9

(c) Make a comparison between the screen times of the students in these two groups.

Answer

(d) Explain why median is a better measure for average screen time for the two goups of
shrdents compared to the mean.

Answer

l2l

tll

tll

Arss PRELI\.,I/404E/022021
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t7

(e) (D The box-and-whisker plot for the distribution of screen time for students in Group 2
is drawn il the grid below. Write down the value for Qr, Q2 and Qt.

19 Qt Qz Qt 90

Time (hours)

Answer Qr: ... ..

Or=.............

hours

hours

hours 12)
Qt

(ii) Due to a recording error, the recorded amount ofscreen time for Group I is t hour
more than the actual screen time.

State how the median and standard deviation of the screen times have been affected
by this srs1.

Answer

II

12)
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8 (a)

l8

n

A

In the diagrarn, SrR is parallel to Bl ad PQ is parallelto AC.

P is the midpoint oflE and8,S:,lC: I :4.

(i) Prove that triangles CRS and Cl, are similar.

Answer

(ii) If the area of toiaagle ABC = 120 cm2, find the area of RS8,4.

Anvwer

AISS PRELI[,V4048/022021
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(b)

l9

The diagram shows two geometrically similar can.
A soup manufacturer wants to fill the cans with soup.

The ralio ofthe heights oftwo geometrically similar cans is 4 : 9
The surface area ofthe small can is 240 cm2.

By considering the materials and volume ofthe soup the cans can hold determine which
can is more cost effective for the soup manufachler.
Use calculations to justi| your answer.

Answer

Atss PREL|N4i4048/022021
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20

(s) The fust thee terms in a sequence of numbers are given below.

A=23 +3=lt

Qz=24 +5 =21

Qs =2s +7 =39

(i) Find an expression, in tems of z , for Q, .

Answer

(ii) Explain why the value of Q, must be odd for all values ofz.

Answer

l2l

trl

(iii) show that 2r-2 - 2n-3 -zn.' .

Antwer

O) In a sequence, the same number is subtracted each time to obtain the next term
The first five terms ofthe sequence are

P, q,2, r' -16

(i) Write down an expression for the nth term ofthis sequence.

Answer

Atss PREL \4/4048/022021
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(ii) The sum of the ,zth term and its previous term is - 1 67
Find the value ofm.

Answer

(c) The table gives information about the ages ofthe members in the Firne$ Fr7s, club in
Singapore.

Members aged under 40 Members aged 40 or over
Male 40 24

Female 32 34

(i) One ofthese members is selected at random.
Find, as a fraction in its lowest terms, the probability that he or she is unaler
40.

Answer

(ii) Two ofthe members are selected at random.
Find the probability that

(a) both members are female,

Answer

@) they are both aged 40 or over, but only one is a male member.

Answer

Alss PRELTM/4048/O2l202 1
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I0 The Beijing Crreat Wheel is the world's largest Giant Observation Wheel and one ofEastAsia's biggest

tourist attractions.
The Giant Observation Wheel has a height of208 m and a diameter of 194 metres.

It rotates at the speed of 0.3 m/s.

Angle ofrotation is measured from the start position in an anti+lockwise direction

caPsule P

194m centre level

)

e

208m

Direcfion
of rotation

--,--- Boarding area

l4m
Ground Level

(a)

Start position

Find the time taken by a capsule to complete I revolution.
Express your answer in minutes and seconds, correct to the nearest second.

Take n as 3.142.

Answer ..... minutes........... seconds l2l

(b) The state square garden is lkm away from the Great Observafion Wheel.

There are fueworks displays at the garden from 8.45 pm to 8.50 pm and the best view for
the fireworks occurs when the capsule P is at least 170 metres above the ground.

Answer 0:.

Atss PRELTM/4048/022021
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I

(i) Find angle d when capsule P is exactly 170 meters above the ground level.
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23

(ii) Find the angle from the start position to the best viewing point where capsule P is.

Answer

(c) A tourist family wants to get the best view ofthe FULL length ofthe fueworks display.
They board the capsule at 8.32 pm and claims that they can enjoy the firll lengh of
fireworks display.

Do you agree with the claim?
Show working to zupport your answer and state one assumption that you made.

t1l

l4l

End of Paper

Setter: Mr Tee Hong Heng
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AHMAD IBRAHIM SECONDARY SCHOOL
GCE O.LEVEL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 2021
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Candidates answer on the Question Paper.
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You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or conection fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any questions it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate"
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give
the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.
For n, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in
terms of n.

At the end of the examination, fasten all your wo* securely together.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
The total numb€r of marks for this paper is 80.
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2

Compound Interesl

Mensurdtion

figonometry

Statistics

Cuwed surface area of z cone = nrl

Surface area ofa spherc = htl

rotalamount= d*J-\"
t 100/

I
Volume ofa cone = I nli

J

Mathematical Formulac

Volume of a sphere : xf

abc
sinl sin, sinc

d=b2+l-2bccosA

4

3

1

Area of trianele ,4, C = : ab sin C-2

Arc length : r4 where d is in radians

sector area = I ld. where d is in radians
2

Y"-: I"/i

Standard deviation : 2 f"'
tr

AISS PRELIiW4048/01/202'1
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3

Alswer all the questions.

1 lnsert one pat ofbrackets to make the statement correct.

5-(2+3)x2=-s BI

t1l

2 Write down an inequality that defines the points in the shaded region.

x

y>3 B1

Answer []

3

For the diagram above, *rite down

(a) the number of lines of symmetry 4 B1

(a) the order of rotational symmetry. 4
B1

Attrwer

Answer

trl

tl l

Alss PRELTM/4048/01 /2021
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4

4 The bearing of a lighthouse Aom a coastguard station is I 15 o 
.

What is the bearing ofthe coastguard station from the lighthouse?

Nr

MI
115

AI

Answer t2)

5 The pie chart shows the number of girls and boys who scored fi.rll marks in a Mathematics test.

Based on the chart, June concluded that on average, boys did better than girls in Mathematics.

Explain why June made that conclusion and why she may be wrong.

Stud€nk who scored full marks in Mrthematics

Reason: From the pie - chad, angle/ area ofthe sector/ portion ofcircle representing
boys who scored full marks is bigger than the angle ofthe sector representing girls who
scored firll marks.

BI

ZSZIV, = 180' - I l5'(int anglas, Sfl / /N,Z)
:65'

Required bearing = 360'{5' (angles at a point)

=295'

Why wrong: It only shows that there are more boys than girls who scored firll
marks but we cannot infer the performance of the boys as compared to the girls
with just this information.

B1

Girls Boys

Alss PREL \r4048/0'1 /2021
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5

6 I is the point (3, 6) and B is the point (m, z) wherc m and z are both positive integers less than
10.

The length ofthe line segment is .,[? units.

Find the coordinates of one of the possible positions for B.

(z-3)'+(n-6) '=Ji
(n-3)" +(n-a)'=tt
(a-:)'+(r*o)' = rl
a(s,S)or-

MI

AI

Answer (. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .) l2l

12

4

4

8

tofrdi' E""dN
4

4

7

A rectangulax poster with the.words 'Maths is beautiful", 12 cm long ald 8 cm wide, fits into a

rectangular frame so that there is a border of4 cm wide all the way round it.
Use calculations to determine whether the two rectangles are sioilar.

Answer

4*r2 20 rc16 8 otu*T

The two rectangles are not similar because the

(need to state the highlighted very clearly)

MI

Alss PREUM./4048|/01/2021
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6

8 A boy who was asked to find 3]% ofa sum of money misread the question and found 5]%-2 - 2

of it.
His answer was $247.10.
Calculate what the answer should be.

Let sum of money = .r

5'5 
x=247.10

100

x= 4492.727273

Answer = 3'5 
x$4492.7 27273

100

=$1s7.2s (2 d.p)

MI

AI

Ans,ver $--.... Lzl

9 Mr Heng goes on a holiday for r days and takes $/with him to spend.

He spends $g each day for the firsty days.

Write down expressions for

(a) the number of dollars he has left after y days,

Spent : $grr

L€ft: S(/-sy)
B1

Answer 5................................ tU

@) the number ofdollars he may spend each day for the rest ofhis holiday, without
running out ofmoney.

Number of days left = x - y

Amount he can spend each day: $
(r-s\
l. ,- l BI

Answer $ tll

Arss PREL|W4048/01/2021
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10 (a)

J12

On the Venn Diagram above, write each ofthese nwnbers in the appropriate subsets.

,r'*'aff 82, all correct

Bl,2 correct

l2l

(b) Three setsl, B and C are such that Ac- C,B c CandAa B= A
Draw a Venn diagram to show this fuformation.

B1

t1l

Rational numbsrs

2.6
4

17

C

AISS PREL|i,/V4048/01 12021
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1l (a) 28 =4 +4' +4 +4'
Find the value of.r.

z'=+(+')

z'= z'(2")
.r8-.2+2r

I =2+2x
2x=6
.r=3 A1

(b) Write down the positiv€ square root of

2x-3
5x-

Answer x: ........ .. ... .. . .. . .. ... . ... . . i2]

4xz -l2x+9
25x'u

Answer tll

Bl.BI

I 2 (a) Find the prime factors of '14 I 0, giving your answer in index form.

44lO=2x32 x5x72 AI

Angwer

@) The highest common factor oftwo numbers is 245.

The lowest common multiple ofthese two numbers is 4410.

Both numbers are greater than their highest common factor.

Find the two numbers.

Ml\ =2x3' x5x72

245 =5x72

Ml (ladder method or other method

12)

Answer and t2l

x = 5x7z x2= 490

y = 5x72 x322205
BI

BI

AISS PREUli,l/4M8/01/2021
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9

13 The mean and median of four numbers are 54 and 56 respe4tively.

Find the mean of the largest and the smallest mrmbers.

ab cd
mean : 54

total:216
median = 55

b+c_=56
2

b + c =ll2
a+d:216-ll2

= 104

Mearofc+d=lM
2

=52

M1

M1

AI

Answer t3l

AISS PRELllr,V404€i/01/2021
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t0

14 Consider the number pattern below.

I =o.ososos.......+.09ll

3 =o.rersrs....... =o.ii
1l

! = o.ztrt rt ....... = o.r)ll

1 = o.roro:0....... = o.iill

! =0.+s+s+s......=ois
l1

(ii) Find the value of.x.

L = exsax -* el6 + 0.3636

L = ax:e%....... = ex.l a
l1

O Write down the Sft line of the pattern.

BI

11

a=eta*!
1l 1l
: = 11(636) + 4

.x = 7000

MI

AI

AISS PREL|lr,V4O48/01 /2021
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l1

15 (a) Factorise frrlly (a*6+c)'-(b*"+a)' .

(a-t+c)'-(t-c+a)'
=(a-b +c+b-c+ a)(a-b+c-b+ c- a)

=(za)t(z)(c-r))
= 4a(c - b)

Answer

(b) Calculate the value of ft if :2 - 6x + f is a perfect square.

x2 -6x+k

M1

A1

rlt
LL]

=(r-3)'
= x2 -6x +9

k=9

M1

AI

Answer k= .......t21

16

Instructions for baking a heart-ltaped cake.

o Bake a squar&*e of side 20 cm.
o Bake two s&fcircle cakes of radius 10 cm.
. Join the two halves to the square cake, as shown in the diagram.

(a) Find the area of the top visw of the cake

*ea=2O'+r(10)'

= 400 +100n
:714.t6

= 714 cm2

B1

Answer cm'? [1]

AISS PREL|ii!/4048/0 1/2021
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(b)

72

fufrr,ll

Ribbon

A red ribbon is fixed around the sides for the head-shaped cake with the sides

overlapping by 3 cm.

Find the length ofribbon required.

Perimeter of cake = z(zo) + zr(to\
: (+o +zor)crn

Irngth ofribbon required = 40+20tr+3
:106 cm

MI

AI

Ansv'er ...... cm [2]

t7 The safe speed v rn/s, at which a train can go round a cuwe ofradius r m is directly
proportional to the square root ofr.
It is given tbat the safe speed at which a train can go round a curve ofradius 12lm is 22 rn/s

(i) Find the safe speed if the cuwe has a radius of 8lm,

u=k$
22=k.lnt

k= 22

Trl
))
ll

k=2
v =lJi
u=2J81

= 18 rnls

Answer

AISS PREUi/V4048/01 /2021
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13

(i) A change in the safe speed produces a change in the radius.
When the safe speed is halved, the value ofradius changes by factor n.
Find n.

v=2G

J;
2

4

when speed is halved,

2

New radius :
/r \'l-vl
\2)

4

,')
4)

t(
4[

1

4

Answer m=...... l2l

Atss PREL[W4048y01 /2021
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t4

E In this question, the weather is either wet or dry'

When the weather is dry, the probability that Sarah will go wafing is ] ."5

When the weather is wet, the probability that Sarah will go walking is I- l0

The probability ofa dry day is ? .

(a) Show that the probability that Sarah goes *alking is 11 .

Weather

wet

t2 I

30 30

13

30

Walking

1
5

yes

no

yes

no

dry
?
5

I
l0

9

l0

ll_x-
3 10

M1pr*"n inni = [2 * l) * l.\.3 s/ \
=?*r530

(sholln)

AISS PREU M/tl&l€/O l /2021
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The probability that Sarah tloes not go walking when the weather is wet is 2 .

30

Corylete the te€ diagram to show this idormation.
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l5

(b)

Walking Weather

dry()

wet

13

(
dry

wet()
(

12)
B1 BI

P(does not eo walki orl=17' = 
9

-' 30 10

930x=-x-
30 17

_9
l7

Atss PREL[W4048/01 /2021
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19

16

t5

81 correct angle bisector of angle B

(b) Use the diagram to fitrd

(i) the distance, in metres, ftom lto 8,

155m<I8<160m

(ii) the bearing of lftom B.

46" +2

C

B I correct position I

B

The diagram is a plan of a triangular field lBC drawn to a scale of lcm to 50 m.

A tree, I, in the field is 150 m ftoml and is equidistant from BA Ntd BC.

(a) By making appropriate constructions on the diagram, indicate clearly the position of 7"

l2l

l1l

ttl

Atss PRELIW4048/01/2021
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t7

20 (a; On the axes below, sketch the graphs, indicating clearly the r and y intercepts if any.

(i) y =3'

BI

(ii) I = _3x2

v

tll

trl

T

BI

(b) Hence, state the number ofsolution(s) to the equation 3' +3-r2 = 0.
Explain your answer.

Answer 3'=-3x1
B1

Since the graph of / = 3' is always positive and the graph of y = -3;s'z 5o 6"1o* *"
-r-axis, the two graphs will not intersect and hence there yrill be no solutions to the
given equation. BI

12)

v 1x2

Atss PREL|i//4048/01/2021
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2l (a) The solurion ofthe inequal iry 
*:l <3":'is.x(46.'74

Show that a=2.

18

MI

MI

AI

ax-l 3a+ x

74
4ax-4321a+7x
4ax-7x321a+4

x(na-t) <zta++
2la+ 4
4a-7

21a+4_=46
4a-7
2la+4=184a-322
326 = l63a

a = 2 (shown)

t3l

@) Hence, find a possible value of .r if x is a perfect square and satisfies the simultaneous

ax-l 3a+x x-5rnequalrtresrSO<,

6+x x-5_<_
42

l2+2x<4x-20
32<2x
2x >32

.r>16

16<x346
x=25 ot 36

MI

AI

AISS PREUIWiI&t8l/o l/202'1
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l9

22 Speed (m/s)

Time
0 6

The diagrarn shows the speed-time graph ofan object which travels at a constant speed of
24 n/s for 6 seconds before slowing down at a rale of2 m/s2 and coming to a rest after
, seconds.

(a) Find the value ofr.

24-0 M1
6-t

24 = -12+2t
2t =36
,=18

Answer t

@) Calculate the average speed for the whole journey

2

A1

l2l

Total distance : (AxZ+)+

= 144 + 144

:288m
288

Average speed =-
= 16 m/s

!x12x24
2

MI

A1

Answ-er ............m/s [2]

(c) Sketch the distance-time graph ofthe object for the whole journey on the axes below.

Distance

B I (correct line and curve)

288

81 (corfecl distances indicated
ony -axis)

144

Time
l2l

6

AISS PRELII\,V4M8/01 /2021
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20

T
23

a

IQR is a trizngls wi*r SP = PT md QP : QS: SR.

(a) Explain why Lagle TPQ = ange PSR.

@) Show that IQ = PX.
Give a reason for each statement you made.

Answer
ZQPS = IQSP (base angle of isos triangle)

ITPQ: l8O'- ZQPS (adjacent angles on a straight line)

= 180"- ZQSP

=IPSR

MI

AI

Answer

ZnPQ= zttgxlAo^r^r1

Sf = PT (erven)

Qe=RS (given)

Hence, LTPQ=LPSR (SAS)

Ig = Px(corresponding side ofcongruent triangles)

M1

M1

AI

t31

(c) Show that triangles pPS and triangle PSR are equal in area.

Give a reason for each statement you made.
I

area of AQP.s 
I x QS x h

;iffi=ir * "'
2

-QS
sx

:1
1

Since the ratio of the area of AQP.9 to area of APSrI is 1 : I , the two triangles are equal

in area

AI
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24 Before the Chinese New Year (CNYI celebration Mr Lee put a combination of $2 and $10
notes into four t)?€s ofred packets.
Friends and relatives who visited Mr Lee during the CNY period are then given the
aprpropriate red packets.

Design A contains r $2 notes and no $ I 0 notes.
Design B contains equal nrmrber of $2 notes and $ I 0 notes. Its number of $2 notes is fewer
than thal ofDesign A by 2.
Design C contains twice as many $10 notes as Design B. There are no $2 notes in Design C
Design D contains tkee times as many S2 notes as Design A. The number of $ 10 notes in
Design D is equal to the number of $ I 0 notes in Design B.

(a) (i) Complete the following table using the given information.

x x2 0 3x
0 x-2 2x-4 x-2

BI

(ii) Represent the data in the above table by a 2 x 4 matrix N.

xx-203x
O x-2 2x-4 x-2 B1

Answer N :

MI

AI

lnswer l{M:

tll

ttl

N:

@) The number of designs l, -B, C and D red packets that were given away during the CNY

period can be repre""- 
" " 

= 

[j
(i) Find in terms of ;, the matrix NM.

NM
xx-203x
O x-2 2x-4 x-2

20

l0
6

5

20x+l}x-20+l5x
10x-20+lZx-24+ 5x-10

45x - 20

27x-54

t2l

AISS PRELII\,V4048/01/2021
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Design
A I B C D

I Number of $2 notes

I Number of $10 notes
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)1

(iii) State what each element in matrix NM represents.

45x - 20 represents the total number of $2 notes that Mr Lee gave away.

27.r - 45 represents the total number of $ I 0 notes tbat Mr Lee gave away.

B1

trl

tll

(c) The matrix D = (2 t0) .

Find, in terms of .r, the matrix DNM.

DNrr= (2 l0)

=(:0ox-sso)

45x-20
27 x-54

AI

BI

Answer DNls{ =

(d) The total amount ofred packet money given away was $500.
Find the value ofx.

360r-580=500
360;r = 1080

x=3

Answer x: tl]

End of Paper

Mn Foo SG
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Mathemalical Formulae

Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount = l+ r
100

Cnrved surface area of a cone= nrl

Surface area of a spbere : 4nl

volume of a cone: I tllr
3

Volume ofa sphere : rl

abc
sinl sinB sinC

a2=b2+C-ZbccosA

4

l
Area of triansle ,48 C = ! ab sir C-2

Arc length = rd, where d is in radians

Sector area = L Pr. no"nd is in radians
2

Mean= ?!1
t/

Alss PRELIM/4048/022021
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Standarddeviation=Tztlztt
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1 (a) Write as a single fraction in its simplest lor* L- - 2 
- .' 5-2y y+5

Answer

AISS PRELIW4O4S/OZ2O21

l2)

(b) It is siven that ; = t(,. 
i),express 

i in terms of a, D and t

Answer h=....... t3l

PartnerlnLeaming
73

52
5-Zy y+5

_ s(y+s)-z(s-zy)
(5 -zy)(y +5)

* 5y +25-10+ 4y

(s-zy)(t +s)
MI

- 9y+15 - 3(3Y+ s):6-ri0+r:6-ri,a A1

h '('4) Expand Ml
abk
-=b+-hh
abk
---=bhh
a-bk -

h
Isolate h M1

, a-bk a -h=- of --kbb AI

!=r(r*L\
l, t h)

!=o(r*L\6 t h) swop bandh M1

!=h+k
b

expand M1

. a-bk dh=- ot --bb
k

I
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(c) Solve the equation *=r- :r

(d) (i) Exprcss -25+3x+x2 in the form p+(q+r)'.

Answer

(ii) Heoce sketch the graph of y = -! 5 +3x + x2 on the axes below.

Indicate cleerf lf ofthe points vrhere the graph crosses the axes and
the turning point on tle curve.

v

l- 6.72,0 (3.72,0) x

(0,- 2s )

Conect Shape thru
tuming point - Bl

Correct .x and y-
intercept - 81Gl.s, -2 .2s)

Atss PRELTM/404a/02202'1
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tll

12)

r(.r-s) = z(x- o)(r-8) -(,- 6)

6x-48=2(x2 -t4x+ as)-x + 6

6x -48=2x2 -29x+lO2

2x2 -35x+l5O =O

(2.r-15)(r-10)=0

x=7.5 or l0

MI

A2

- ,'*,,.(+) -(fi -" = (

2

\2 tog
I

)q

Al OR -27.25 + (1.5 + x)2

-tr+-
2

109

4

, +,
2

ffurn over

Answer x= or..,..............
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2 (a) Mr Tan owns several cake shops in Singapore and Malaysia.
The price ofa one-kilogram cake is $35 in Singapore.
The price of the same cake in Malaysia is MYR 96.
The exchange rate betw'eer Singapore dollars ($) and Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) is
$1 : tvfYR 3.06.

Price of cake in Malaysia in S$ = =[ =tr,.r, (rO.r.l
3.06

Price difference = $35 - $31.37 = $3.63 (nearest cent) BI

Answer $

(b) Mr Tan is planning to expand his cake shop business in Singapore.

His business manager has provided the visitor arrival data from the Singapore Tourism

Board.

In 2019, the total visitor arivals to Singapore was 185.3x105.

(i) Calculate the mean number ofvisitor arrivals to Singapore each day in 2019.

Give your answer in standad forq correct to 3 significant figures.

Number of visitors

_ 185.3x105 
= 5.0g x tOa

365
B1

Answer

(ii) From 2018 to 2019, the number ofvisitor arrivals to Singapore decreasedby 21.2%.

Calculate the number ofvisitor arrivals to Singapore in 2018.

Give your answer in millions, correct to 3 significant figures.

78.8%-185.3xIff
100% - Z3S|SLZB: 185.3 x 105 x(100/ 78.8) Ml
:23.5 millions (3 s.f.) Al

Answer millions l2l
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Calculate how much more expensive the cake is in Singapore than in Malaysia.
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(c) In January 2020, Mr Tan invested a sum ofmoney in a bank paying a compound interest
at 2.8olo per annum.
After one year, he received $95776.75 &om his investrnent.

Calculate the total interest he received in January 2021, giving your answer to the nearest
dollar.

t+?!
100

I

95 776.75 = P M1

MI

P: S 93168.00475

Interest : 95 776.75 -93 168.00475

=$2 608.705253: $ 2 609 (nearest dollar) A1

Awwer $

(d) Mr Tan needs to pay his Malaysia supplier MYR 2 )0 for the cake ingredients.
The Bansportation fees for the ingredients were MYR 60.
A 7% Goods and Services Tax (GST) is payable on the cost of goods and hansportation
that exceeds $400.

Calculate the amount ofmoney, in Singapore dollars, that Mr Tan must pay to import the
ingredients.

Amount of money

/ zooo + oo\t_l[ :.oo )
x 1.07 MI

= 673!xl.07
1s3

= 720.3267974 = $ 720.33 (2 d.p.) Al

Answer S ... .
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53 (a) Complete the table ofvalues for y = l.;s2 4.+--
x

Find the value ofp correct to 2 decimal places.

x 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 LL 1.4 1.6

v 8.98 5.41 4.t7 4.00 4.49 p 6.81

p = 5.45 81
Answer p

5(b) On the grid opposite, draw the graph of y=3*' 4 for 0.4<x<1.6.

t11

+--
x

t3l

trl

(c) Explain why the equafion 3.x'
5 4=t does not have solutions for some values oft lZJ+--
x

Answer

The minimum value ofy is 4.

For t < 4, the horizontal line y : * does not intersect wilh the curve.

B1

B1

(d) The equation 3l -2x2 -9x+5=0 can be solved by drawing a suitable straight line on

the grid.

(i) Find the equation ofttre shaight line.

(ii) By drawing this straight line, solve the

0.4<x<1.6.

Draw the line

x=0.54+0.02

B1

B1
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3S -zx'1-9x+5=0

3x'-zx-g+1=o
x

3x' +1-g =2,
x

3x'+1-g+5=2r+5

Y =2x+5 A1

x

l2)

I
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x
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v

Y=2x+5
7

v=3"'+1-4x

2

I
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l0

The figure shows a drawing of a bridge'
Each side ofthe bridge is made up of 5 equilateral kiangles.

The shaded rectan galar au.ea ABCD is the base of the bridge.

HD:5.5m.

(a) Calculate DE.

D

B

A

Alternative solution:

In triangle ElD,

DE= 5.s2 +r6.s2 -2(5.s)(t o.s)cos oo' Ml, Ml, Al
=14.6

Alss PRELlrw4048/022021
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ZDHE =120' (angles in an equilateral triangle)

EH = 2x5.5 =ll m (angle or length) Ml

DE2 = IrD2 + EH2 -2(ItD)(Ery)cost2o'

DE= 5.sz +ttz -2(s.s)(t t)cosl20' M1

oo = fi rl = u.5s16322t =14.6 m (3 s.f.) AI

Alternative solution:

Let M be vertically below E.

EM= 5.57 -2.752 = 4.7631 MI

MD --2x5.5 +2.75 =13.75

DE= 13.752 + 4.76312 =14.6m Ml,A1
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Answer

A point, X, lies on BC and is vertically below point G.

(b) {il Angle AXD = 79.5" and angle ADX: 65.0' .

Show that lX= 15.2 m, correct to 3 significant figures

An-swer

t3l

l2l

AX AD

sin65' sin79.5'
MI

4y=JIll'rir,65
sin 79.5

:ls.20875M2

: 15.2 m (3 s.f.) AI

Altemative solution

. -.- BX
srn)4.5 = 

-AX
MI

.-- 5.5 + 5.5 +2.75
AX =_ sin54.5 AI
=16.9m

(ii) Calculate the angle ofeleration of G kom A.

Answer

(c) The geatest angle of elevation of G from a point along lD occurs at y.

Describe the relationship between Xf and lD.

Arss PREL[W4048i02/2021
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B x
C

D

GC2=XG2+XC2

XG- 5.52 - 2.7 52 = 4.7 63 139721 m MI

MI- GX 4.76314
laa ZGAX AX 15.2088

Angle ofElevafion = IGAX

-,--r[+'zert+)=17.4' fl d.o) Ar
\ 15.2088 l

ffum over

t3l



F is a point on lD such that ,IT is perpendicular to lD.

OR Xts is the shortest distance from Xto lD. BI

BP- 8I

Answer

12
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t3

E

t2

D

Atss PRELrrw4048/022021

C

9

B

The diagram shows apyrxrid ABCDE.
The base of the pyramid is a square of side 9 cm.

E is vertically above the centre ofthe square base

AE=BE-_CE=DE=t2qa.

(a) Find the toral surface area of the pyranrid ABCDE.

Let Xbe the mid-point of BC. 8X= 4.5 cm

Slant Height EX= 122 -4.52 = 11.12428773 cm M1

Snrface Area : 9 x 9 + 4 x ! x 9 x 1 1.1243
2

M1

= 281.2371791 cm3

= 281 cm'z (3 s.f.) AI

Volume of 1 spherical metal balls
275

137.5 crn3
2

4
-xfix
3

13 :137.5 MI

r:3.201877382- 3.20 cm (3 s.f.) A1

Answer

A
9

Answer

The volume of the pyramid is 275 cm3.

ffis metal solid is melted and molded into two identical spherical metal balls.

(b) Find the radius of each metal ball

cm2 t3l

cm [2]

PartnerlnLeaming
82
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(c) Given that one bucket of paint is able to paint an area of 1200 cm2, how many buckets of
paint are needed to paint 1 500 of such metal balls?

Swface Area of 1 spherical ball

: 4 x r x 3.201882 : 125.830667 4crt

Total Surface Area of 1500 metal balls

= 1500 x 128.8305674= 193245.0011 cd
No. ofbuckets ofpaint required

- 193246'ffl | - 16r.0383342
1200

= 162 (nearest bucket)

M1

MI

A1

Anrwer

Topview Sideview

The diagram shows the top and side view ofa box holdi:rg some spherical balls.

The box is in the shape ofa cube and the spherical ballsjust fit inlo the box.

(d) Calculate the volume of empty space in the box.

t3l

Answer

AISS PRELIM/4048/022021
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7Y-!
>+<
t1 )

rY-t
>+<
l-.L)

Length of one side of cube = 3.201877382 x 4: 12.8075 cm

Volume ofthe cube= 12.80751 = 2100.84056cm1

Volume of8 spherical balls = 8 x 137.5

= I100 cm3

Volume of empty space = 2100.84056 - 1100

= 1000.84056 = 1000 cm3 (3 s.t)

MI

MI

AI

cm3 t3l
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6 (a)

l5

K

D

B, C, J, K md L te points on the circle, centre O.
AE ard AD are tangetts to the circle.
Angle JZB is equal to ange JBD.
Ar$e BAC:49" , an$e JLK =24" , allrgle r(BD = 60" and angle BKL:31. .

Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(i) angle.,lB-l(,

E

A

J

B

(ii'1 aryle KBL,

(iii) reflex angle KOZ,

Answer

ZJBD=60" -24'=36"
dLB=dBD(Given)

ZKBL =180" -31' -24" -36' (tsw of LKBL)

= 89'

Answer

IJBK : 24' (angles in same segment) B l

M1

A1

tll

12)

ZKOL:360"-2x89" (angle at csnte = 2 x angle at circumference)
:182' Ml, A1

Answer

Atss PREL|Mi4048/022021
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(iv) mgle COB

M

The diagram shows a circle made ofpaper with centue O

A segment ofthe circle is folded inwards.

r',riryle MLN = 1 radians and arc length ilKM = 6 cm-4

Calculate the length of the major arc MZiy'.

.1,4CO = IABO =90" (tangent perpendicular to radius) Ml
ZCOB = 360'-90'-90" -49" (sum of angles in quadrilateral)

= 131' Al

Answer

N

L2)

(b)

IMON=2xL=n42 M1

Reflex ZMON =2r-L=?22 MI

Major Arc length rlZ,lr'

= "-!! x 3.8t9
2

M1

: 17.998596 cm

= 18.0 cm (3 s.f.) A1

AISS PRELItW4048/022021
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L

Ar*wer

I
I

I
!

K

a
o

Arc length r1&{= 6

rx2xl=6
4

MI

r = 3.819 cm (conect to 4 d"p.) AI

Major Arc length MDr'

=2rx3.819-6

= 17.998596 cm

= 18.0 cm (3 s.f.)

MI

A1

cm t4l

I

I
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Two goups of students were surveyed on their weekly screen time ir hours

The results are shown in the table.

14 1)

48

55

t7

Group I

24

3623

42

23

,1t

90

29

4)

Group 2

19

29

(a) 20% of students in Group 2 recorded a screen time of at least : hours. Find r

20 xl0=2 students
100

x : 45 hours A1

Answer

(b) Complete the table below.

(c) Make a comparison between the screen times ofthe students ir these two goups.

Answer

(d) Explain why median is a better measure for average screen time for the two goups of
sfudents compared to the mean.

Answer
There are extreme values, such as 90, present in Group 2, which will
affect the calculatioa ofthe mean but not the median.

B1
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Group 1 Group 2

Median .7.+

Ilterquartile Range l9

hours [1]

,OalO
Median: "'" zg el

2

IQR=5s-23:32 Bl

t1l

tll

Group 2 students has shorter screen time shce they have a smaller
median of 29h compared to 34h for median of Group 1 .

Or Group 2 students has less spread out screen time than Group 1

students as their interquartile range ( 1 th) is less than Group 1 's 32h.

B1

ffurn over

12)

56

59

25

35
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(e) (i) The box-and-whisker plot for the distribution of screen time for students in Group 2
is drawn in the grid below. Write down the value for pr, Qz and Qt.

t9 Qr O, a, 90

1-2 mistakes (deduct I
mark)

3 mistakes (deduct 2

marks)

Qt=23,Q2=29,

Qt= 42

hours

hours

houn l2l

Time (hours)

Answer Qt

a,

O,

(ii) Due to a recording error, the recorded amount ofscreen time for Group I is I hour

more than the actual screen time.

State how the median and standard deviation ofthe screen times have been affected

by this error.

Answer

The actual median will decrease by I hour from 34h to 33h.

The standard deviation remains the same.

BI

B1

t2l
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E (a)

l9

,R

A

In the diagranq SX is parallel to 8l and Pp is parallel to lC
P is the midpoint of AB ad BS : SC = I : 4.

(i) Prove that triangles CXS and Cl-B are similar.

Answer

81 (either statement), Bl (property)

(ii) If the area of tri mgle ABC: 120 cm2, find the area of RSBI.

C

o

,s

BP

Area of AC,RS 4

Arca of LCAB 5

Area of AC,RS= (f)',,, = ru.r.-' MI

Area of ,RSBI : 120 - 7 6.8 = 43.2 s* l1

l2l

cm2 l2lAn-swer
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(b)

20

The diagram shows two geometrically similar can.

A soup rnanufacturer wants to fill the cans with soup.

The ratio ofthe heights of two geometrically similar cans is 4 : 9.

The surface area ofthe small can is 240 cm2.

By considering the materials and volume of the soup the cans can hol4 determine which

can is more cost effective for the soup manufacturer'

Use calculations io jusfiff your answer.

Antwer

4

9

7
240

Area oflarge Can

Area oflarge Can = l2l5 c* MI

v..
v,*.

Ratio of volume of soup per cm2 of material for small can

Ratio of volume of soup per un2 of material for large can

= 729 prrts + 1215cm2=0.6 Ml (either ratio)

Hence the large can is more cost effective since it has a larger ratio of
volume of soup to area ofmaterial needed.

AI

(q\' u
ls)- lze

M1
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(a) The first three terms in a sequence of numbers are given below.

Q =23 +3 =11

Qz =24 +5 =21

Qz =2s +7 :19

(i) Find an expression, il terms of z , for Q, .

,r3 14 15 i _.n+2

3,s,7,....... r, =3 +(n -1)2 =2,1 +r

Q, =2"'2 +2n+1

Bl (either series)

AI

Answer

(ii) Explain why the value of p, must be odd for all values ofz.

Answer
Since 2't2 + 2z is even for all values ofz aad l is od{
the sum of an even and odd number is odd. Bl

(iii) Sbow thar 2n-2 - 2n-3 - 2t 3 
.

O) In a sequence, the same nrmber is subtrasted each time to obtain the next term.
The first five terms of the sequence are

P' q,2,r, -16

(i) Write down an expression for the ,th term of this sequence.

Atss PRELT[U4048/022021
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12)

tll

2n-2 _2n-3 =2"-3 (2_l)=2*3 MI,AI

MI,A1Or
2" (2 1)

- 7h ,t )n+l _.rntn-2 "t

23

488

=2"-a

Let the same number be 'd' .

2-d=r
r-d:-16
d=9 or common difference : -9
T, =29 -9n

M1

A1

ffurn over
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(ii) The sum of the mth term and its previous term is I 67 .

Find the value of m.
T^ =29 -9m

r..=29-9(n-1)

29 - 9m + P9 - 9(m - 1)l = -16Z

m: 13

MI

AI

Answer

(c) The table gives information about the ages ofthe members in the Firnesr Firs, club in
Singapore.

Members aged under ,10 Members aged 40 or over

Male 40 24

Female 32 34

(i) One of these members is selected at random.

Find, as a fraction in its towest terms, the probability that he or she is under

40.

(ii) Two of the members are selected at random.
Find the probability that

(a) both members are female,

Answer

(b) they are both aged 40 or over, but only one is a male member.

P (> 40 yrs, only I male)
24 34 34 24

130 129 130 129

272

M1

A1
2795

Answer
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lz)

trl

l2l

P(< 40 yrs)

40 +32

40+32+24+34 130 65
BI

72 36

P (both are female)

32+34 32+33

r30 129

66 65

130 t29

_ 11

43

M1

A1

12)
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10 The Beijing Great Wheel is the world's largest Giant Observation Wheel and one ofEastAsia's biggest
tourist athactions.
The Gianl Observation Wheel has a height of208 m and a diameter of 194 metres.
It rotates at the speed of 0.3 rnls.
Angle of rotation is measued from the start position in an anti-clockwise direction.

capsule P

I ..-"
e

194m centre level
208m

\

)
Direction
of rotation

Boarding area

l4m
Ground Level

Start position

(a) Find the time taken by a capsule to complete I revolution.
Express your answer in minutes and seconds, correct to the nearest second.
Take n as 3.142.

seconds 121

(b) The state square garden is lkm away from the Great Observation Wheel. There are

fireworks displays at the garden from 8.45 pm to 8.50 pm and the best view for the
fneworks occurs when the capsule P is at least 170 meres above the ground.

(i) Find angle d when capsule P is exactly 170 meters above the grormd level.

P

97 59

cen

Let angle from the centre level of the
wheel to a height of l70m from the ground
be 0.

50sin9=a Ml
97

0 =37 .46289' Al

Anrwer g=.....
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tt x 194
I rme t aKen = 

- 

SeCS
0.3

MI

AI

= 2031.826667 secs

: 33.86377778 mi
= 33 min 52 secs

ffum over
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(ii) Find the angle from the start position to the best viewing point where capsule P is.

Angle from start to best viewing point at 170 m
above ground
:9O" + 37.46289' : 127.4629" : l2'/.5'

Answer

(c) A tourist family wants to get the best view ofthe Ft LL length ofthe fneworks display.

They board the capsule at 8.32 pm x1d slaims that they can enjoy the fidl length of
firework display.

Do you agree with the claim?
Show working to support your answer and state one assumption that you made.

Time ro reach 170 m from start p o"irar=127.1!29 x2031.g26667' 360
:719.3958181 secs

= 11.9899303 min = 11 min 49 sec

MI

Or Time for the fireworks to be in vrew

- 105'07122' {3.86377778 =9.88-in = g min J3 s
360-

8.32pm

Conclusion: Yes, the family can get the full length ofthe fireworks

B1
display since the ride over 170m lasted till 8.52pm-

Assumption: The capsule moves at constant speed tbroughout BI

9.05pm8.53pm

fuework

@

t1l

l4l

End of Paper

Setter: Mr Tee Hong Heng
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